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Introduction
The original version of this paper was funded and published by the Department of Homeland Security.1
We have decided to recompose and augment our initial paper due to the persistent number of electric substation
break-ins, and a more recent and disturbing trend of break-ins where nothing appears to have been taken.

Problem Statement
Physical break-ins and other unauthorized entries into unmanned critical infrastructure locations have
historically been viewed only as traditional property crimes. This is particularly true for electrical power
substations, where the obvious trespass, theft or vandalism is often considered the sole motive of the
intruders. However, the increased use of computer networks to monitor and control unmanned facilities
remotely has also increased the possibility that these traditional physical crimes could be a means or a cover
for less discernible cybercrimes.
For example, the physical breach of an electrical substation in order to steal materials or equipment could be
just that—a simple case of burglary and theft of property. However, in this day and age, such an event could
just as easily be a front—a distraction in order to draw the asset owner’s attention and investigation away
from the real, more insidious motive. What if the true underlying motive was to gain access to the systems
and devices within the facility—a system intrusion to either conduct immediate malicious acts or to introduce
unauthorized hardware or software, thereby establishing a cyberbeachhead from which to launch future
attacks, conduct network reconnaissance, or simply collect and steal sensitive information?
There are literally thousands of high-capacity keystroke loggers and other network surveillance products
readily available on today’s open market. Keyloggers are standard features of many remote-access Trojans.
They can be hardware- or software-based, wired or wireless, and extremely easy to use and difficult to detect.
A widely-cited, January 20, 2011 article also discusses the possibility of exploiting systems via USB keyboard
emulators.2 Malicious use of emulators could pose an even greater threat than keyloggers because emulators
could be used to initiate keystrokes instead of simply recording them.
This is not a theoretical discussion. Our growing understanding of the Stuxnet worm,3 originally carried in on
a USB stick, demonstrates the effectiveness of surreptitiously gaining physical access to private or isolated
networks. Security professionals often employ such tactics when conducting sanctioned network penetration
tests for corporate clients. Another timely article reported that an unmarked computer had been discovered
running in a spare room of Iceland’s Parliament.4 It was seized by police, and its exact purpose has not yet
been determined or revealed. However, the fact that it was an unauthorized device connected to their
network and was devoid of fingerprints or identifying serial numbers suggests malicious intent.

1

www.us-cert.gov/control_systems/ics-cert

2

www.h-online.com/security/news/item/Hacking-with-USB-keyboard-emulators-1172612.html

3

www.langner.com/en/2013/11/20/langner’s-final-stuxnet-analysis-comes-with-surprises

4

www.grapevine.is/News/ReadArticle/Mysterious-Spy-Computer-In-Parliament-Works-Differently-Than-Being-Reported-Tech-Expert-Says
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Security Ideals
The plans and success of any malicious cyber actor depend heavily on their target’s daily routine and
complacency, and human nature’s tendency to not look beyond the obvious. This paper addresses the
problem of blended intrusions by suggesting a cybersecurity response to facility break-ins that critical asset
security managers can use to determine whether cyber assets might have been targeted during the physical
breach. The response includes a systematic and graduated series of actions or checks for evaluating the
integrity of cyberbased equipment once you have discovered evidence of a physical breach. Again, these are
only suggestions, and any actions should be carefully considered in light of operational reliability, procedures
and particular safety policies of the owners and operators.
This paper is not an exhaustive examination of all issues and possible actions, nor does it prescribe a process
or promote civilian investigation of criminal activities. Although it does offer a few helpful tips to avoid
common evidentiary pitfalls, the paper is not intended to conflict with any official investigation requiring
specific procedures for collection, analysis or preservation of evidence for criminal prosecution. Rigid state
and federal rules of evidence can vary significantly from even the most prudent commercial practices and
procedures. We further suggest that owners and operators of critical infrastructures establish dialogue with
their respective law enforcement agencies to discuss and resolve any conflicts between plans and procedures
before such incidents actually occur.
We do encourage focused interactions between an organization’s physical security and field engineering
personnel and those responsible for the cybersecurity program. With these groups working together,
organizations are better positioned to anticipate, investigate and respond to the growing occurrence of
blended security threats.

Scenario
The following actions, checks and other suggestions could apply to virtually all industrial and critical
infrastructure facilities and are especially useful to remote, unmanned facilities where conventional IT and/
or industrial control systems are deployed. However, for simplicity, our scenario deals exclusively with a
physical security breach of an unmanned electrical power substation. In this scenario, a break-in has been
discovered and an investigation is underway by the owner/operator according to existing corporate policies
and procedures. An inventory and damage assessment is being carefully conducted so as not to contaminate
the scene and/or damage evidence in the event that local law enforcement is called in to conduct a formal
criminal investigation.
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Indications of a physical security breach may include, but are not limited to:
t6OSFDPODJMFEEPPSBOEPSDBCJOFUBMBSNT
t6OBVUIPSJ[FEQFSTPOOFMPSWFIJDMFTSFDPSEFECZTVCTUBUJPOWJEFPDBNFSB JGJOTUBMMFE
t%BNBHFPSPUIFSTJHOTPGUBNQFSJOHUPEPPSMPDLTPSPVUTJEFCBSSJFSGFODFT
t*OGPSNBUJPOGSPNBEKBDFOUIPNFPSQSPQFSUZPXOFST
t5FMMUBMFFWJEFODFPGWFIJDMFTPSQFSTPOTJOBOEBSPVOEUIFGFODF USBDLTJOUIFEJSUPSTOPX PSJNQSFTTJPOT
GPVOEJOUIFHSBWFMUZQJDBMMZVTFEJOTVCTUBUJPOT 
t*OFYQMJDBCMFMPTTPSCFIBWJPSPGDPNNVOJDBUJPOTMJOLT
t*OFYQMJDBCMFCFIBWJPSPGDPOUSPMTZTUFNEFWJDFT
t.JTTJOHPSVOBDDPVOUBCMFJUFNT
Those investigating a physical security breach should at least consider the possibility that a cyberrelated
incident may also have occurred. If the investigation of a physical security incident reveals that cyber or
other electronic assets may have been disturbed or impacted, the actions in the following sections may be
performed in response. Electrical substations are operational assets with economic, regulatory and safety
consequences. Unauthorized changes to a control system’s configuration or software have the potential
to significantly impact reliable operations, asset availability and safety, thus producing a potential risk to
equipment, operations and overall reliability.
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Assumptions
When a physical security breach occurs at an electrical substation, the asset owner needs to validate the
presence and integrity of all cyber assets. The extent of the investigation depends on indicators observed
by the asset owner in and around the area where the physical breach occurred. The scenario and suggested
actions presume the following:
t/FUXPSLDPOOFDUJWJUZFYJTUTJOTJEFUIFTVCTUBUJPOPSCFUXFFOBOPUIFSTVCTUBUJPODPOUSPMDFOUFSBOEUIF
affected substation.
t.PEFSOFMFDUSPOJDEFWJDFTXJUIUIFDBQBCJMJUZUPPCUBJO TUPSFPSUSBOTNJUFMFDUSPOJDEBUBFYJTUJOPS
around the electrical substation.
t%FWJDFTBOEJOGSBTUSVDUVSFUIBUQFSGPSNDPNNVOJDBUJPOT DPOUSPMBOEOFUXPSLGVODUJPOTFYJTUBUUIF
substation. Such items include, but are not limited to: PSTN lines, copper, fiber and RF devices; modems
BOEDPNNVOJDBUJPOTQSPDFTTPST&UIFSOFUTXJUDIFT3FNPUF5FSNJOBM6OJUT 356T SFMBZT1SPHSBNNBCMF
-PHJD$POUSPMMFST 1-$T PUIFS*OUFMMJHFOU&MFDUSPOJD%FWJDFT *&%T BOETPPO
t"cybersecurity breach is considered as any unauthorized access and/or change to a control system,
unauthorized hardware or software placed onto a control system or network, an unauthorized physical
connection to a control system network, and other similar situations.
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Response
A systematic series of checks can be conducted to help determine whether or not sufficient evidence exists
to indicate that a cybersecurity breach may have occurred in conjunction with the physical breach. Escalating
levels of examination based on increasing indicators of a possible cyberbreach provide the decisional
framework for balancing the need to gather system information against the risk or impact to operations in
doing so. Conversely, you might also consider the risks to systems and operations in choosing not to conduct
deeper evaluations that would have otherwise discovered a cyberbreach.

Escalating the Investigation
In this paper we cover three levels of examination: the initial examination, systems and configurations checks,
and, if necessary, a detailed examination of file systems and binaries. Each level of escalation is necessarily
more invasive and requires greater expertise and closer coordination with facility or company personnel
responsible for corporate cybersecurity and production operations. Thus, management needs to be able
to assess and balance the risks of escalation with the potential for outages and equipment and personnel
safety caused by a cybersecurity breach of a critical asset. As the cyber investigation escalates, it is likely that
any significant tests on control components may require specific test plans, procedures and perhaps even
scheduled outages to obtain necessary information. The latter, of course, would be a worst-case scenario, and
would be based on significant indications that a cyberbreach had actually occurred.
That said, before you examine cyber assets, an individual familiar with the site’s physical configuration should
FYBNJOFUIFTJUFGPSBOZUIJOHUIBUBQQFBSTNJTTJOHPSPVUPGQMBDF 5IJTQSBDUJDFJTVTVBMMZSFGFSSFEUPBTB
iZBSEPSTUBUJPOXBMLEPXOw "TUBòNFNCFSXIPJTGBNJMJBSXJUIUIFGBDJMJUZTDPOUSPMEFWJDFTTIPVMEBMTPCF
present and available to assist in the examination. It is important to log all observations. Photographic or
digital video records of the scene can also be of great value because observations deemed insignificant during
the initial discovery can sometimes prove otherwise later in the investigation. Again, take care not to disturb
evidence the asset owner will need if the decision is made to involve the local law enforcement agency.
Absent emergency or other exigent circumstances, the following items are a short list of high-impact, onscene physical do’s and don’ts that could literally make or break your criminal case should it come to that.
tDo keep the number of initial employees entering the area to a bare minimum.
t"MUIPVHIJUJTSFDPHOJ[FEUIBUUIFHSPVOETPGNPTUTVCTUBUJPOTBSFHSBWFMFE UIFSFBSFFYDFQUJPOT GPS
FYBNQMF TOPXDPWFS 4JNJMBSUPöOHFSQSJOUT UIFJOEJWJEVBMOBUVSFBOEVOJRVFCMFNJTIFTPGUJSFBOE
footwear tread patterns can have significant evidentiary value. If tire tracks or footprints of potential
suspects are present, don’t trample over them! Where possible, maintain a discrete distance and follow
your own tracks in and out of the location. You’d be surprised at the number of burglaries that are solved
by the simple, yet compelling, forensic evidence these types of prints can provide. In fact, such prints are
so vital to criminal investigations that if there is a risk of losing them to the elements—wind, snow, rain,
sun—do consider covering some of the better impressions with a few carefully placed cardboard boxes,
open ends down so as not to disturb the print.
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t8JUISFHBSEUPGPPUQSJOUT JGZPVTVTQFDUUIBUUIFDPOUSPMIPVTFIBTCFFOFOUFSFE do be mindful of
where you step. The same basic rules apply, but with an additional twist. First, do keep personnel
numbers to a bare minimum. If possible, do stay close to the walls, avoiding normally traveled pathways.
Most control house floors present a relatively smooth surface, so that even if you cannot visually detect
footprints, for example muddy or other visible indicators, it does not mean none exist. You just can’t see
them. The floor could appear clean and absent of any evidence at first glance; however, it likely holds
a wealth of potential evidence should you decide to engage law enforcement. An effective collection
technique used by criminal investigators is to extinguish the interior lighting and then run a flashlight
close and parallel to the floor. The floor’s surface will come alive with clear, distinct prints in the dust.
Those that appear to be “on top” of all the others most likely belong to the suspects. A few close-in shots
of no-flash photography using the side lighting provided by the flashlight, and the evidence is preserved
for later comparisons against potential suspect’s footwear.
t"HBJO BCTFOUFNFSHFODZPSPUIFSFYJHFOUDJSDVNTUBODFT don’t handle or otherwise disturb potential
physical evidence until you’ve had the opportunity to fully complete the initial walk down and
determine whether or not to engage law enforcement! Perhaps take a picture, note the date and time,
but leave the actual handling to the proper authorities. Keep your hands in your pockets—just as you
instruct escorted substation visitors! It’s a bit embarrassing to learn that all the usable prints lifted off a
piece of evidence are actually staff’s—simply because they couldn’t resist the urge to paw the scene.
Finally, should on-scene observations and other indicators heighten suspicions of a possible cybersecurity
breach, your investigation should escalate accordingly. Efforts may soon shift from the gathering and
preservation of physical evidence to gathering and preserving electronic evidence. At this point, the necessary
methods and skill sets to properly do so will become important factors. Escalation beyond initial visual and
cursory examinations usually requires skills and expertise commensurate with that required for hardware and
software installations, upgrades or restoration of service of control equipment by the appropriate vendors,
consultants or in-house technicians. Management should also determine if it is necessary to pursue additional
forensic analysis in support of law enforcement investigations and to identify and direct appropriate expertise
in providing that support.
The following checks are only suggestions and should be modified and implemented in line with the
particular facility’s systems, cyber assets and operational construct.
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1. Initial Examination
5IFöSTUTUFQJTUPFYBNJOFJUFNTUIBUDBOCFDIFDLFEWJTVBMMZ5IFVTFPGQIPUPHSBQIZ QSFGFSBCMZEJHJUBM XJUI
an accurate date and time stamp is important for documenting potential evidence. Visual examinations of
cyber assets typically include such things as these:
t-PPLJOHGPSTJHOTPGFOUSZJOUPUIFCVJMEJOHPSDBCJOFUTXIFSFDZCFSBTTFUTBSFTUPSFE5IJTDPVMEJODMVEF
footprints or disturbed items inside and outside the building.
t-PPLJOHGPSFWJEFODFPGUBNQFSJOHXJUIBMMDZCFSBTTFUTGPSFYBNQMF EJTUVSCFEEVTUPSEVTUUFYUVSF
and composition inconsistent with that around it, broken tamper seals or other signs that a rack or case
has been opened.
t*OTQFDUJOHQIZTJDBMDPOOFDUJPOTUPBMMDZCFSBTTFUTGPSTJHOTPGUBNQFSJOH
t$IFDLJOHGSPOUQBOFMJOEJDBUPSMJHIUTGPSQSPQFSJMMVNJOBUJPO$PNQBSFJOEJDBUPSTUPTUBUJPODIFDLT
OPSNBMJMMVNJOBUJPO CFDBVTFUBNQFSJOHNBZIBWFUSJHHFSFEWJTVBMJOEJDBUPST
t$IFDLJOHGPSNJTTJOH VOGBNJMJBSPSOFXIBSEXBSFPSNFEJBMPDBUFEJOBOEBSPVOEUIFTVCTUBUJPO BT
well as communications equipment that might be outside the perimeter. Examples include USB or PS/2
EFWJDFT DPWFSUXJSFMFTTDBSETPSBDDFTTQPJOUTPSLFZCPBSET 4FF"QQFOEJY"GPSTFWFSBMFYBNQMFTPG
SFBEJMZBWBJMBCMFDPWFSUEFWJDFT
t$IFDLJOHXJUIUIFDPOUSPMDFOUFSUPTFFJGBOZVOVTVBMBMBSNT FWFOUTPSMPHTBQQFBSFEPOUIFDPOUSPM
system or if there were any interruptions in connectivity or service during the timeframe associated with
the physical intrusion.
t"OBMZ[JOHUIFQIZTJDBMCSFBDIUPEFUFSNJOFBNPUJWFBOEDPSSFMBUFJUUPBOZDZCFSJOGPSNBUJPOPSEFWJDFT
Does the physical breach resemble any other recent intrusions at other facilities?
t-PDBUJOHDPNNVOJDBUJPOMJOLTBOEUFSNJOBUJPOTUPUIFTVCTUBUJPO JODMVEJOHUIJSEQBSUZFRVJQNFOU
inside or outside the physical perimeter, and determining whether they have been tampered with.
t-PPLJOHGPSTJHOTPGBTFBSDIGPSEPDVNFOUT1BTTXPSETBSFGSFRVFOUMZQPTUFEPOUIFVOEFSTJEFTPG
keyboards, behind monitors, inside drawers and cabinet doors and so on. An intruder who is looking for
quick cyber access will likely search for any information that can be helpful and, in doing so, may have
disturbed keyboards or other devices.
t6TJOHB8J'JTOJòFSPS3'TJHOBMEFUFDUPS JGQPTTJCMF UPTDBOGPSTVTQJDJPVTPSVOBVUIPSJ[FEFNBOBUJPOT
These types of tools are readily available and easy to use, and they should be considered as part of
routine inspections as well as in response to physical breaches.
If any evidence of a potential cybersecurity breach is discovered during the initial inspections, the asset owner
might consider engaging appropriate law enforcement authorities at this point to ensure proper follow-on
actions, evidence collection requirements and so on. In any case, the following are offered as generic guides
for additional investigation of cybersecurity breaches.
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2. Systems and Configurations Check
A systems and configurations check examines control system components, often through the use of an
engineering workstation or laptop computer. We recommend that the computer used for this purpose
should not have been connected to the affected cybernetwork or devices. An individual who is experienced
with conducting forensics examinations of cybersystems should work with the responsible control system
engineers or field personnel to perform the remainder of the investigation. This will help ensure data integrity
and adherence to proper rules of evidence.
In accordance with the particular facility’s systems, cyber assets and operational construct, examining the
control system components may include the following items:
t-PHHJOHJOUPFBDIDZCFSEFWJDFVTJOHUIFFOHJOFFSJOHXPSLTUBUJPOPSMBQUPQBOEDIFDLJOHUIFMPH
history to see whether any recent unauthorized configuration changes occurred and whether any recent
changes occurred in the date/time of files applicable to cyberdevices
t-PHHJOHJOUPFBDIOFUXPSLEFWJDFVTJOHUIFFOHJOFFSJOHXPSLTUBUJPOPSMBQUPQBOEDIFDLJOHGPSQSPQFS
functionality and network connectivity, as well as any suspicious network connections
t$IFDLJOHFBDIEFWJDFGPSVQUJNFPSBOZPUIFSTJHOTPGUIFEFWJDFCFJOHSFTUBSUFE
t-PPLJOHGPSOFXVTFSBDDPVOUT OFXHSPVQTFUUJOHT IJEEFOöMFT OFXPSNPEJöFEEJSFDUPSJFTPSESJWF
partitions, changed passwords, newly installed software, system files that have been tampered with, or
changes to the operating system of the device
t&YBNJOJOHQFSJNFUFSOFUXPSLJOHBOETFDVSJUZEFWJDFTTVDIBTöSFXBMMT SPVUFST BOEOFUXPSLJOUSVTJPO
detection systems for any signs of unusual network activity
t$IFDLJOHBOZSFNPWBCMFNFEJBESJWFTPSQPSUTGPSVOSFDPHOJ[FENFEJBPSEFWJDFTUIFJOUSVEFSNBZIBWF
left behind
t7FSJGZJOHUIFDPOöHVSBUJPOPGFBDIEFWJDFBHBJOTUZPVSDPOöHVSBUJPONBOBHFNFOUSFDPSETBOEDBSFGVMMZ
noting and following up on any deviations from the documented configuration
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3. File System and Binary Examination
Forensics is considered a secondary priority to system operation and restoration. However, digital forensics
can provide important information regarding the methods, sources and extent of the compromise that may
not otherwise be available. Wherever possible and practical, consider capturing an image of the systems
or devices prior to manipulation. This is important regardless of whether or not you will pursue criminal
prosecution.
A file system and binary examination of each cyberdevice confirms whether files are clean and uncorrupted,
whether proper configurations are loaded onto each device, and whether network services are correctly
configured and operating properly. Performing a file system and binary examination may include the
following:
t$IFDLJOHUIFUJNFTUBNQTPGDPOöHVSBUJPOöMFTBOEUIFTJ[FPGTZTUFNCJOBSJFTBHBJOTUUSVTUFECJOBSJFT*G
there is suspicion that some files may be corrupted, modified or contain malware, work with the control
center and field engineers to determine whether the device can be disconnected to minimize any
opportunities for propagation.
t$IFDLJOHUIFöSNXBSFPGBOZVQHSBEBCMFEFWJDFTGPSFWJEFODFPGSFDFOUDIBOHFT
t4DBOOJOHBQQMJDBCMFDZCFSEFWJDFTVTJOHUIFFOHJOFFSJOHXPSLTUBUJPOPSMBQUPQBOEMPPLJOHGPSWJSVTFT 
malware or Trojans. This check may be performed if the system has been tested and is capable of
scanning without impacting critical applications or the local networked devices.
t0CUBJOJOHDPOöHVSBUJPONBOBHFEöMFT GSPNBUSVTUFETPVSDF BOESFMPBEJOHDPOöHVSBUJPOTUPFBDI
cyberdevice. Be sure to wipe previous configurations of each cyberdevice clean.
t)BWJOHUIFDPNNVOJDBUJPOTQSPWJEFSQFSGPSNCPUIBQIZTJDBMBOEOFUXPSLDIFDLPGUIFDPNNVOJDBUJPO
network.
If there is any evidence of cyber intrusion, it is best to reimage the system—if such images are maintained. As
an alternative, perform a clean reinstallation of the operating system and all required software from a trusted
source for all affected components. If applicable, delete, recreate and reformat all hard drive partitions prior to
reinstalling the clean operating system and applications.
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Conclusion
The benefits realized through increased use of complex technologies and network convergence also provide
new and often unrecognized attack vectors for malicious actors. The proliferation of digital devices and
expansion of interconnected networks combined with the sophistication of malicious tools, as demonstrated
by the Stuxnet worm, requires a holistic response to discovered security events or incidents. The cybersecurity
response to physical security breaches described in this paper has been provided as an approach for security
managers to consider when assessing the impact of physical intrusions of field sites containing intelligent
electronic devices. This is certainly effective for critical cyber assets or cyber assets that otherwise fall within
the electronic security perimeter, but it should be extended to any susceptible field location. The prescribed
actions are primarily intended to motivate critical asset owners to consider whether a cybersecurity breach
has taken place. The procedures, however, should only be considered in light of operational, safety and
maintenance environments created by the particular asset owner to meet required business and regulatory
requirements.
Physical evidence of intrusion into control systems cabinets, communications and networks, and intelligent
control devices or terminals should be a serious indicator that the integrity of these devices is suspect and
that the systems they control could be at risk. The owners and operators of critical cyber assets should review
their current policies and practices for responding to physical security breaches to ensure they also address
and verify cybersystems integrity. Such response plans should also include steps for reporting intrusions to
UIF&MFDUSJD4FDUPS*OGPSNBUJPOBOE"OBMZTJT4IBSJOH$FOUFS &4*4"$ UIF%FQBSUNFOUPG&OFSHZUISPVHIUIF
OE-417 reporting form and/or to the DHS Industrial Control Systems Computer Emergency Response Team
*$4$&35 
"MUIPVHIUIFFMFDUSJDVUJMJUZTFDUPSJTUIFDSJUJDBMJOGSBTUSVDUVSFSFGFSSFEUPJOUIJTQBQFS BMMJOEVTUSZTFDUPST HBT 
PJM USBOTQPSUBUJPO XBUFSBOETPPO UIBUIBWFSFNPUF VONBOOFETJUFTXJUIDPOUSPMTZTUFNDZCFSBTTFUTDBO
benefit from increased awareness in responding to the possibility of a cybersecurity breach coincident to a
physical security breach.
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ICS-Cert Assistance Points of Contacts
$POUBDUUIF%FQBSUNFOUPG)PNFMBOE4FDVSJUZ %)4 *$4$&35UPSFQPSUBOEBEESFTTJOGPSNBUJPOUFDIOPMPHZ
and industrial control systems security issues.
Requests for assistance from ICS-CERT can be made by contacting the organization directly via telephone at
877-776-7585 or by sending an email to ics-cert@dhs.gov. Information about the ICS-CERT can be found on
their website at www.us-cert.gov/control_systems/ics-cert.
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Appendix A
The following images depict just a few of the many covert hardware devices used to compromise and exploit
cyber assets and information.
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Aug 06, 2018 - Aug 11, 2018

Live Event

Security Awareness Summit & Training 2018

Charleston, SCUS

Aug 06, 2018 - Aug 15, 2018

Live Event

SANS Boston Summer 2018

Boston, MAUS

Aug 06, 2018 - Aug 11, 2018

Live Event

SANS San Antonio 2018

San Antonio, TXUS

Aug 06, 2018 - Aug 11, 2018

Live Event

SANS August Sydney 2018

Sydney, AU

Aug 06, 2018 - Aug 25, 2018

Live Event

SANS New York City Summer 2018

New York City, NYUS

Aug 13, 2018 - Aug 18, 2018

Live Event

SANS Northern Virginia- Alexandria 2018

Alexandria, VAUS

Aug 13, 2018 - Aug 18, 2018

Live Event

SANS Krakow 2018

Krakow, PL

Aug 20, 2018 - Aug 25, 2018

Live Event

Data Breach Summit & Training 2018

New York City, NYUS

Aug 20, 2018 - Aug 27, 2018

Live Event

SANS Chicago 2018

Chicago, ILUS

Aug 20, 2018 - Aug 25, 2018

Live Event

SANS Prague 2018

Prague, CZ

Aug 20, 2018 - Aug 25, 2018

Live Event

SANS Virginia Beach 2018

Virginia Beach, VAUS

Aug 20, 2018 - Aug 31, 2018

Live Event

SANS San Francisco Summer 2018

San Francisco, CAUS

Aug 26, 2018 - Aug 31, 2018

Live Event

SANS Copenhagen August 2018

Copenhagen, DK

Aug 27, 2018 - Sep 01, 2018

Live Event

SANS SEC504 @ Bangalore 2018

Bangalore, IN

Aug 27, 2018 - Sep 01, 2018

Live Event

SANS Wellington 2018

Wellington, NZ

Sep 03, 2018 - Sep 08, 2018

Live Event

SANS Amsterdam September 2018

Amsterdam, NL

Sep 03, 2018 - Sep 08, 2018

Live Event

SANS Tokyo Autumn 2018

Tokyo, JP

Sep 03, 2018 - Sep 15, 2018

Live Event

SANS Tampa-Clearwater 2018

Tampa, FLUS

Sep 04, 2018 - Sep 09, 2018

Live Event

SANS MGT516 Beta One 2018

Arlington, VAUS

Sep 04, 2018 - Sep 08, 2018

Live Event

Threat Hunting & Incident Response Summit & Training 2018

New Orleans, LAUS

Sep 06, 2018 - Sep 13, 2018

Live Event

SANS Baltimore Fall 2018

Baltimore, MDUS

Sep 08, 2018 - Sep 15, 2018

Live Event

SANS Alaska Summit & Training 2018

Anchorage, AKUS

Sep 10, 2018 - Sep 15, 2018

Live Event

SANS Munich September 2018

Munich, DE

Sep 16, 2018 - Sep 22, 2018

Live Event

SANS London September 2018

London, GB

Sep 17, 2018 - Sep 22, 2018

Live Event

SANS Network Security 2018

Las Vegas, NVUS

Sep 23, 2018 - Sep 30, 2018

Live Event

SANS DFIR Prague Summit & Training 2018

Prague, CZ

Oct 01, 2018 - Oct 07, 2018

Live Event

Oil & Gas Cybersecurity Summit & Training 2018

Houston, TXUS

Oct 01, 2018 - Oct 06, 2018

Live Event

SANS Brussels October 2018

Brussels, BE

Oct 08, 2018 - Oct 13, 2018

Live Event

SANS Pen Test Berlin 2018

OnlineDE

Jul 23, 2018 - Jul 28, 2018

Live Event

SANS OnDemand

Books & MP3s OnlyUS

Anytime

Self Paced

